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Dommerpresentasjon Mark Beardow 

My first introduction to dogs was whilst serving in the army and I went on to become an arms 
explosive search dog handler for 2years in N.Ireland. On leaving the army I showed my GSD which I 
bought whilst in Ireland with limited success. I purchased my first GSD to show in 1986 “Harpstella 
Who Dares Wins” who became a Champion and went on to Best of Breed at Crufts whilst a veteran in 
1994. 
 
I also handled for other people and made up another three GSD’s. I went on to establish the Belvern 
kennel in Boxers which was very successful winning top breeder 2004, 2006 and 2007 with Ch/Ir Ch 
Belvern Premenition top male 2006. Also Belvern Demetrius, Stormy Sky gaining there titles 
as well as an import Kirkgate Stand By Me at Belvern gaining his Uk and Irish titles with his Aus title 
made him I believe the only triple Ch campaigned in the UK. 
 
A boxer exported to Australia also gained his title there as well, moving to Guernsey in 2008 my wife 
and I purchased a Manchester Terrier who became top puppy and top dog as well, also going his 
International and World Titles to go with his UK title.  
 
Currently we have a three-year-old GSD who doesn’t like showing but chasing his ball and rabbits. 
Well you can’t win them all. I’m approved to award CC’s in GSD’s and Boxers and hopefully 
Manchester Terriers in the future. I’ve also judged in Moscow, Kiev, Latvia and Siberia and look 
forward to meeting everyone and their lovely boxers in May, which will be my sixth time in your 
lovely country. The previous five Artic training in the army so this definitely is more welcome for 
sure, I can’t wait  
  
Mark Beardow  
 

 

 

 

 

 


